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the video runs for around 8 mins, but time seems to have slipped. the action is fabulous, with the obligatory sex, some cuckold action, oral and anal sex and more. ameri looks really good, with her dark eyes and long black hair, she is gorgeous and we
wonder why her husband has let her go so long. the second scene starts out very strange. erika and her lover are in the midst of sex with another woman standing beside them. they are showing their tits, and when they move, he looks over and she

looks over, but not one of them actually takes their eyes off the woman getting fucked. if you haven't guessed yet, we are getting the odd sensation of erika having sex with two girls at the same time, which adds to the excitement of the scene. after all,
no one would have a problem with it. then they go down with the other woman, who isn't that interested in the other two. the scene's a bit more of an anticlimax, but this is a real kinky video, so what do you expect? she is followed by the owner of the
apartment house in which she lives, but again, time seems to have gone by, and nothing quite makes sense. look, even when it is boring, you will enjoy, and that is something. the quality of the video is okay, nothing spectacular, but it is the star ameri
who steals the show. the girl has the model look, but her kissing is superb. but the sex scenes are what you came for, and that is what you will see. erika is dressed in some wonderful red lingerie, and she makes a fine sight as she bounces up and down
on that fat cock. she is talented at oral sex, her lips seal together and her head goes down on that thick rod. ameri looks terrific in her barely-there lingerie, but more important, she looks sensational in those deep kissing scenes. erika and her lover look

pretty hot too, and the other couple are just gorgeous.
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lots of cumshots! we all know that
one time a pretty girl took off her
clothes in the middle of the park
and performed in front of millions
of strangers. if we had to recreate
that, we can say we did it for you!

we have chosen to film such a
wonderful movie, but we need a

few girls willing to take care of all
kind of sexual situations! we are
so lucky to have been granted

access to our extensive database
of pretty girls wanting to

participate in porn! we have some
exclusive footage of some of

them, as we have worked with
them before. others appear in

their very first porno experience,
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and you will see them having an
amazing experience in front of

the camera! in this video you will
enjoy a collection of scenes, all

filmed in high quality in maximum
detail, with perverted big dicks

and lots of cumshots! ameri
ichinose boobs and ass are on
point and a delight to behold.

cum on in and have fun, as you'll
not be disappointed. her hardcore
style is so exciting, and it's great
to see the way she lays down and

sucks cock, while getting her
pussy pounded. ameri ichinose

glory body is a video of the sexy
ameri ichinose (erika chris or
erika kurisu), who is a popular
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title star in max-a's movie and
has also appeared in neko as the

erotic nodoka (that's nodoka
arakawa, no relation to the

actress). the video she's in starts
off with her being a school

teacher, with some of the other
older female teachers in the
school playing teacher's on

different topics and her having
sex with them with a students

(which includes one girl who isn't
even in the same class as ameri)!
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